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Can you do it by your pledges ?
Is there to our community—if ever she is to instal was this. First, a noble victim was to be been made in 1618, by King James, démagic in a doctrine—incantation in a< plenty and peace and cheerfulness in every selected from amongst the bravest warriors lineating the boundaries between the lancU
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
pledge—so that if you print the one or family circle around us—if ever the glad of the tribe, who by religious rites Was to given by charter to the first Lord Balti-^.
JAMES K. REMICH.
whisper the other, the demon will run song of her jubilee is to be sung—this will be sanctified for the sacrifice.
Secondly, more, and those adjudged to his majesty
rOfficeon the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House. away ?
By no means.
Stop here and not be effected by miracle, nor by voice or twenty, equally as brave, with their stoutest ^afterwards to William Penn) which di
TERMS OE THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
you are worth just as much as your Repre->•^mission from heaven. It will be by means bows and sharpest arrows, were to conceal vided the tract of land between Delaware
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— sentative who neither speaks nor votes;
by such means, we think, as we have now themselves near the spot of sacrifice. The Bay and the Eastern Sea oh ohe Side, and
interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
victim was lobe led forth, and singly to take the Chesapeak Bay on the other by a line
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No just as much as the sailor who never touch defined, and by none other.
paper discontinued, except at the option ol the pub es rope or helm or instrument; just as much
In conclusion — we commend what wei: his stand upon an exposed point of the equally intersecting it, drawn from Capè
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
as the doctor who never gives a drug ; just have said to your remembrance, If we be{ rock, where the ravenous bird would be Henlopen to the 4lh degtee of North lati
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount as much as the parson who never preaches be in any error, dissent from us.
At the tude. A decree in chancery rendered thé
But if we; likely to note and seize upon him.
charged for its insertion.
a sermon or says a prayer.
Temperance be right, heed us. In discharging th? dutv moment of descent the concealed warriors King’s decree imperative.
But the situa- \
doctrine, temperance pledges, and temper committed to us, we have done vhat wei were to let fly their arrows with the assur tion of Henlopen became long a subject of
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
ance speculations, alone, cannot shield the could. And if, through the watdi aK.J bless-1 ance that he would fall.
serious, proirALteU. H«idexpensive litigation, *
tempted.
_ reclaim the drunkard, or convert ing of Him to whom we commend our wordsÆ
ilE On the day appointed, the bra2£
___
particularly
J ¿'e
of
Jn
By the direction of a “ Temperance Con 
you are hereby quickened ; and if, through! ed agreeably to the instruction of the vision, rì-FOy-trml-vrt ijOru OU/ »¡it
vention” recently held in Alfred, the under the veafler. Depend upon it, Leviathan is
not so tamed. We need effort. We need your quickening, the intemperate, the tempt-fi safely reached their hiding place, which John, Richard and Thomas Penn, fwiio
signed address the following
to have something done ; something which ed, the tempters, be converted from the er- commanded a full view of the fatal plat- had become the sole proprietors of the
CIRCULAR,
shall touch the opinions, consciences and ror of their ways — then you and we shall bef form. The name of the victim had been American possessions of their father Wil
To the friends oj Temperance
wholesome fears of those whose doctrine®tli^wIio^raWWeW •-kept profoundly secret, up to the sacrificial liam) and Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, grand
in the County of York,—
and practice war with yours.
den a multitude of sins.
hour.
Judge then, the consternation, son of Charles, and great grandson of Ce*
We say these things because they seem
The Temperance enterprise is now exS. HOPKINS,
when dressed in his proudest robes, Owato cilius, the original patentee, entered into an
To
_ ening little or no influence within this Coun to be forgotten ; because they are obvious to
LEVI SMITH,
ga appeared at the head of his tribe, him agreement on the 10th of May, 1727.
self the voluntary victim.
The tears and this agreement a chart was appended#
ty. Tttie,—the principles and habits which common sense ; because late temperance
SILAS BAKER.
shrieks of the women, and the expostulation which ascertained the site of Cape Henio*
in times past, it introduced into your fire movements seem to say ‘ theory is power
*We do not speak at random. Neither do we
of all his chiefs availed nothing 5 he was pen, and delineated a division by an East
sides are still there, and still felt. To you and because it is our solemn conviction that
publish things done in a corner. It is well known
it is still dispensing health, cheerfulness and if the friends of temperance do not act oth what sarcasm, railing, and backbiting have just bent upon his solemn and awful purpose. and West line, running westward from that
plenty. But what is it doing—what is it erwise than to chatter their creed, and been apportioned to a Professor in our Theologi “ Brothers and children,” he addressed Cape, to the exact middle of the peninsula»
trying Io do for the good of others ? spin their theories, drunkenness will come cal school by a prominent Temperance Journal.-— them, waving his hand in which he held a Lord Baltimore became dissatisfied with
What influence is exerting, today, upon the back upon us like one that travellelh and Now it is bad behaviour to get drunk. So it is to short wand, and which procured for him this agreement and endeavored to invali
deal uncourteously. It is bad behaviour to steal.
date it.
Chancery suits, kingly decrees#
thousands around you ? What is it doing wo like an armed man.
So it is to babble abuse. All and each are against instant and profound audience, “ the Great
‘ Faith without works is dead.’ 1 A liv the same code of morals. And while the Gospel Spirit is angry with his children.
He hath and proprietory arrangements followed,
for the rescue of those upon the point of ru
says' keep no company with a railer,’ we ask sent us this scourge to punish us for our which eventually produced the appointment
in ? What, in behalf of those who are feel ing dog is better than a dead lion.’
But again—we call upon you for right whether the Temperance cause must not suffer, sins.
ing the perilous enchantments of first temp
He hath demanded this sacrifice. of commissioners to run the temporary line.
so far at least as it depends upon association—if
But the Causé
Who so fit as your chief?
The blood of This was effected In 1739tation ? In other words—what, for the re action.
it be marred by such deformities ?
Better do nothing than behave badly.
my heart is pure.
Who will bring any in chancery being decided in 1739# new
demption of the captives, the protection of
charge against Owatoga ?
Many moons commissioners were appointed who could
the unwary, the comfort of the broken-heart We believe the temperance cause has suf
MISCELLANEOUS.
have I been your chieftain.
I have led not# however, agree, and the question re*
ed—are you doing, or trying to do,—you, fered from the bad behaviour* of its advo
you to conquest and glory.
I have but mained open till 1761, when the line was
who are body and soql, limb and sinew of cates ; suffered in the disunion of its forces ;
THE PIASAU BIRD.
the Temperance enterprise,—you, without suffered in the just disgust of some who
The following well told legend is from this sacrifice to make, and lama free spir run by Messrs. /Mason and Dixon.
whom, and aside from whom no temper have been won, and of others well nigh Jones’ “ Illinois and the West.”
It is it. I am a dry tree, leafless and branch
The Egyptian Caravan^—The Caravan
won to its principles.
It has suffered about an immense and hideous animal, half less. Soon shall I sink upon the wide
ance enterprise exists ?
Cherish and is a “ large land fleet,” composed of camels
We believe that your efforts—ours also— enough. And we beg that it may so suffer bird and half beast, that in times of yore us prairie and moulder away.
have been so relaxed, that we have as it no more.
ed to carry off men, women and children, as obey the sapling that springs up at my for ships. Roads are not passable, being lia
That it may be understood at what spe easily as a hawk would a chicken.
root. May he be braver and wiser than ble to obliteration from sand blowing in. Thé
were become dead ; and that it is high lime
cies of behavior we point, suffer us to spec
his sire. And when the Great Spirit smiles government superintends the caravan, tak
for resurrection.
“ Time out of mind, the powerful tribe
It is not right
upon you and delivers you, forget not the ing care that each one has a supply of food
We believe, too, that the appetite for in ify what is not right action.
which dwelt in the region of country in the
toxicating drinks is spreading, surely, swift action to get angry with somebody whose neighborhood of Alton, was called the Illi- sacrifice of Owatoga. Hinder me not—I and water, to prevent the improvident from
opinions
do
not
square
with
yours.
It
is
causing distress in the desert by consuming
go forth to the sacrifice.’
ly, alarmingly ; eating like a canker al the
ni, or Illinois, and from which the present
“ With a calm and proud brow walked the supply of others. On an appointed day
root; working like a diffusive leaven through not right action to look at somebody, who State derives its name. This tribe extend
out the mass ; dealing corruption and woe in is not just as long or short or acute in tem ed far and wide, and numbered many forth the doomed leader df the mighty Illi over 50,000 camels, a few dromedaries and
highwaysand in by-vJys;—in short ral perance matters as yourselves, as though thousand warriors, whose valor and crafti nois, and took his station on the appointed horses., making with the men 100,000 living
It is not
beings, start under the direction of an Arab
lying itself to bring an overwhelming re you were a little holier than he.
ness ensured them success over all their en spot. Soon was the ill-omened bird seen
hovering over the place, and after wheeling Chief. At sunset a signal to halt is given :
venge upon sleepy reformers and their chil right action to rail at somebody who differs emies.
Their hunting grounds extended
from you ; be he ever so much in error.
about for a few moments high above the the camels are unladen, bales of goods are
dren.
for many a league above and below the
We also believe, that sorrow of heart, and It is not right action to heap bad names up location of their city, which was situated head of the devoted chief, nearing at each placed in a circle on the outside for the de
It is not
fence, guards mount on them ; next are
wringing of hands, and stifl-bor« “ resolu on a drqnkard or a wine-bibber.
upon the bold bluffs now resourcing with gyration the unquailing victim, suddenly he
tions” at temperance meetings—multiplied right attion to babble abroad that the rum the busy hum of life and labor from the catne-thundering down towards his prize. placed the ci»mejs, then the peqple with à
Thus arranged, free
to the number of the stars of heaven thrice seller is like unto him who was * a murder growing city of Alton. Thence to the wa In an instant, the barbed arrows from twen fire in the centre.
told—are, to this evil, no manner of anti er from the beginning.’—In short—it is not ters of the Wabash in the east, they held ty sure bows buried themselves to the feath from care, with a brilliant moon above, they
right action to give any body unkind treat
er in the body of the common foe, and he pass a mpi ry night in tne midst of the de
dote.
unlimited sway, and ranged the unbro
We ought to ‘ give the devil his
fell quivering and dead at the feet of the no sert. Prayers are always made in the morn*
Such is our faith ; upon the basis of which ment.
ken forests and unfenced prairies freely and
Sometimes they encounter the hot
we make the following appeal to your con due ;’ how much more those who are ‘ of fearlessly as the stag and buffalo which they ble chieftain—himself escaping unscathed ! ing.
one blood’ with us. In calling upon you
li Unbounded joy and rejoicing succeed wind of the desert, the first sign of which is
sciences and your principles.
hunted. There they lived and triumphed,
Owatoga was borne a crimson appearance like the reflection of
And first of all we call upon yon for ac for action we do not call for any such ac multiplying and increasing in wealth and ed the eventful day.
tion.
We
do
not
—
because
it
is
immoral.
to the council room of the village in tri flame. They immediately halt, unload the
tion, Is it not as sad a thing for men to be
power, fearless of invasion and command
beggared of health, property, efficiency, self- We do not—because it is miserable policy. ing the respect and exciting the envy of umph, and each one gave himself up to the camels which turn from the wind by instinct#
The
o&/ec£
of
‘
action
’
in
the
temperance
wild tumult of joy which every where pre and lying flat bury their noses in the sand.
respect, and quiet mind now as it was ten
each lesser tribe around.
No warriors so
But, we
vailed. After due deliberation, it was de The hot blast, like the hot air from an oven,
years ago ? is it not as sad a thing to see cause is—to make proselytes.
brave, no horses so beautiful and fleet, no
termined to perpetuate the event by engra is passed in 10 or 15 minutes ; but a furi
children and youth floating upon the outer ask, will men go reverently to learn sobrie hosts so invincible, as those of the Illinois.
ty in the lecture room of a swindler ?
ving the picture of the Piasau Bird upon the ous wind often succeeds it, blowing the sand
edge of the same whirlpool now as it was
“
In
the
midst
of
their
prosperity,
in
the
Will they be influenced to ‘ total absti
smooth-sided limestone cliffs, which tower and obscuring the sun ; darkness can liter*
ten years ago ? Is it not as bitter a thing
reign of the illustrious Owatoga, chief to
Will they heed
above the river.—There it was done, and ally be felt ; terror rises ; none can aid an
for a wife to drink the dregs of shame and nence’ by a debauchee ?
this warlike tribe—whose name to this day
The camels being
temperance
doctrine
from
the
lips
of
a
no

stained with the fast and fadeless colors, other ; all is chaos.
neglect and abuse—for a mother to see her
is uttered with the profoundest reverence
moored in the line by tying their legs, the
torious
liar
?
No.
Neither
will
they
go
whose
subtle
compounding
the
Indian
only
children pinched with cold and hunger, sad
by every Indian warrior, and whose virtue
to school to learn the morality of temper
knows, and which remain plainly visible to people take shelter behind them. Ere long
ness and trouble, now as it was ten years
and noble daring they emulate—many, ma
ance from men who disregard the morality
the present day. The spot became sacred the position must be changed, or they would
ago ? Is it not as alarming a matter to have
ny hundred moons before the oars of the
The veriest tippler in
from that time, and no Indian ascended or be entirely buried in the sand, especially
the opinions, the integrity, the free will of of good manners.
white man dipped in the curling wave of I
when the storm of sand is of long continu
our community bought and sold and chaffer the land knows, that unkindness, whether the ‘ Father of Waters,’ they were terrified descended the Father of Waters for many
ance. Thirty-six hours is as long as it can
ed for in the market of a raving appetite, in the shape of indignation, £ or railing ac with a fearful visitation from the Great a year without discharging his arrow at the
Af be borne.”—Buckingham’s Lectures.
now, as ten years ago ? There must be some cusation,’ or ‘ backbiting,’ is as verily a sin Spirit. There appeared upon the inacces image of the warrior-destroying bird.
ter the distribution of fire arms among the
new rule of proportions in the arithmetic of as drunkenness. And no man will be per sible bluffs, where it made its home, an im
Indian Summer.—k writer In the Demo
Indians, bullets were substituted for arrows,
good and evil, else the sum total of these suaded (against his habits, too) to one vir mense and hideous animal, half bird, half
cratic Review gives the following ingenious
and
even
to
this
day,
no
savage
presumes
tue
by
an
advocate
who
obviously
discards
things, if existing, is as large and as startling
beast, which, from the circumstance of its
to pass that magic spot without discharging and philosophical explanation of the causes
as ever. To us it seems as though evil were another. So long as men have common having wings, they called the PiasQU Bird.
sense
upon
the
subject
of
Christian
morals,
his rifle and raising his shout of triumph. producing that summer-like weather, and
evil, and as though the same evil were as
The name, like all Indian names, is sig I visited the spot in June, (1838) and ex- soft, delicious hazy atmosphere that we ex
it
is
policy
upside
down,
it
is
philanthromuch evil, everlastingly.
nificant of the character of the monster
amineddhe image^ and the ten thousand perience the latter part of September and
phy stark mad, to use evil weapons against
Now, them, for facts. /Are these evils as
which it designates—it means “ the man
first of October. We will not vouch for the
evil things.
bullet-marks upon the cliff seented ta'COrtruly in existence as ten years ago ?
We
destroying bird.” This bird is described
absolute Correctness of the explanation, but
roborate
the
tradition
related
to
me
in
the
But the question occurs—what is right as being of gigantic size, capable of bear
answer—yes ! Thousands around us are
it is certairîly^lausible.
We answer—commend your ing off with ease in its talons, a horse or neighborhood. So late as the passage of
sinking under them. Thousands more are action ?
“ It is well knownlbat water, when pass
the
Sac
and
Fox
delegations
down
the
river
just beginning to feel their influence. Chil cause, and yourselves too, to men’s con buffalo. Its head and beak were like those
ing
into the form of ice, gives ouLa large
dren of half a score of years are aping the sciences. Act as sagaciously in the de of a vulture, with eyes of the most dazzling on their way to Washington, there was a quantity of its latent heat. In the northef^
general
discharge
of
their
rifles
at
the
Pia

partment
of
temperance
as
you
do
in
that
habits and braving the doom of a drunkard.
brilliancy ; its wings black as the raven and
latitudes visited by Parry and Ross, it ap
—The facilities and temptations for its in of politics. Set yourselves to the work. clothed with thunder, making a most fear sau Bird. On arriving at Alton, they went pears that the winter commences in the be*
on
shore
in
a
body,
and
proceeded
to
the
Get
men
’
s
hearing.
Get
men
’
s
confi

crease are multiplying.
Indeed we should
ful noise in its heavy flight ; its legs, four
gining of September, and that throughout
not be surprised, should it appear upon ex dence. Get their respect—by your gen- in number, and talons like those of a mighty bluffs, where they held a solemn war-coun the whole of that month the congelation pro*
cil,
concluding
the
whole
with
a
splendid
Show eagle ; its body similar to that of a dragon,
amination that the consumption of ardent tlene^, by your courteousness.
ceeds with great activity. It is reasonable
spirits and the number of sale shops are at them, that in your way of reckoning, they ending with a tail of huge dimensions like war dance, manifesting al! the while the to suppose therefore, from the immense amost
exuberant
joy.
least as great as ten years since. We speak are men ;—not demons to be execrated, to a scorpion.
Its body was gorgeously
“’This is the tradition of the ( Piasau mount of ice formed during that period# that
of this County ; and invite you to investiga nor monsters to be hunted, nor beasts to colored with every hue, and in its flight it
Bird,
’ which seems to have been handed the quantity of heat thrown into the atmos
be domineered over, nor boys to be lec made a most imposing spectacle, inspiring
tion.
down
from father to son, through remote phere during the month of September, must
Now, then, for the use of these premises, tured—but very men, worth persuading, terror, awe and wonder.
Such was this
be sufficient to exert a powerful and percep
Show them these strange visitor who had taken up its abode periods of antiquity.—That such a monster tible effect upon the temperature of the air
viz.—¿/'intemperance produce the evils nam worth benefiting.
ever
existed,
I
cannot
vouch
—
that
its
im

ed, and if those evils be as fearful in char things, and spread before them your opin in their sacred cliffs ; and while the priests
in countries lying south of the Arctic circle#
acter as ten years since,—and if they be a- ions in what ways you can, and where and were studying the omen, whether it should age is engraven upon the rock I know ; especially as the northerly winds prevail at
mong us as truly now, as then — we are right when you can ; in the street, the family, be for good or for evil, all doubt was dissi and that the aforesaid monster should have that season.”
in calling upon you for action. Ten yeafs the barroom—if so be you can gain the pated by the sudden descent of the bird in existed in flesh and blood, is not more
Your to their midst, which seized one of their strange than other f real fictions’ of this
ago the same call was made, based upon the hearing of those who need reform.
We look with wonder at the spectacled
same premises.
You have confessed its responsibility as individuals cannot be bravest warriors in its talons and bore him wondrous valley.”
which astronomy presents to us, of the thoussolemnity and have acted.
Will you be shifted off upon others. We ask you to as a prey to its wild cyric in the rocks.
ands of worlds and systems of worlds Weav*
Mason’s and Dixon's Line.—This line
consistent, and come out and keep out for ac consider vvliether you cannot do something Never again was the unfortunate victim
ing together their harmonious movements
tion now ? While you have slept the ene beyond what you are now doing ; some seen by his friends. But the sacrifice was is very frequently referred to, in debate and into one great whole. But the View of thé
A correspondent requests hearts of men furnished by the history, con
my has sown tares.
thing to waken the alarm and rouse the not complete. Brave after brave, and wo conversation.
But another thing. Principles alone are , consciences of^your neighbors 2 Can you men and children not a few, were borne off us to give him the history and location of sidered as a combination of biographies, ig
good for nothing. Will a sound political not sustain discussions in your villages, in succession by the fierce devourer, whose it, and to comply, we borrow the following immeasurably more awful and pathetic. Ev
doctrine, snug and safe in the brain of a your neighborhoods, your school districts ? appetite seemed but to be whetted to a explanation from the Salem Gazette.
ery water drop of the millions in that dusty
Balt. Patriot.
Representative, profit his constituents ? Ought you not terdo so ?
Would not a keener set, the more it tasted of human
stream is a living heart, a world of Worlds !
Will a perfect theory of navigation in a sav patient system of such means awaken ; blood.
li This boundary is so termed from the How vast and strange, and sad and living a
ior’s head carry his vessel safe to port ? thought and conversation in every nook
“ Such was the fearful state of things, names of Charles Mason and Jeremiah a thing, he only knows at all who has gain*
Can your physician cure your child jusl and corner of our county ? _________ __ ___ when the brave Owatoga, chief of this Dixon—the two gentlemen who were ap ed knowledge by labor, experience and suf
because he has studied books and handled
do not propl^y that by this course mighty tribe, sought out his priests, and pointed to run unfinished lines, in 1/61, be fering ; and he knows it not perfectly.
skulls?
Can your minister profit you/ you will regenerate this county in a year f with them retiring to a secret place, fasted tween Pennsylvania and Maryland, on the
soul because, forsooth, he has stored hint or that you will ever do it.
But we do many days, and with all the mummery of territories subjected to the heirs of Penn
Contagion.~~And let no man be deceiv
self with divinity ?
And can you bring prophesy that otherwise you will never their religion sought the will of the Great and Lord Baltimore.
A temporary line ed, as if the contagions of the soul were
other men to temperance orthodoxy-—can do it.
Spirit. At length, in a trance, it was re- had been run in 1739# but had not given less than those of the body.
They are
you redeem community from the vices and
In short, we say—act ; act rightly ; acti vealed to Owatoga, that the terrible visi- satisfaction to the disputing parlies, al yet greater ; they convey more direful
woes and perils of drunkenness, by th? forlhwith and with cheerful perseverance.!]tant,
who had hitherto eluded their utmost though it resulted from an agreement in diseases : they sink deeper, and creep on
1
A decree had more unsuspectedly.—Petrarch.
doctrine of temperance in your headf- If ever sobriety is to be a ministering spirits sagacity, might be destroyed.
The mode 1739 between themselves.
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[From the Albany Evening Journal.]
| Senator Tallmadge. — A dinner was given
FROM LOWER CANADA.
Official Result.— We are enabled to give to this gentleman by his political friends o»
The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser ofthe
22d, mentions the seizure of a “ long, suspi the result of our recent State election, copied Friday last, at the American hotel in New
"^Correspondence of the Tmy Daily Whig.
cious looking box,”' marked “ mill-saws,” from returns in the office of the Secretary York. Being complimented by a toast, he' SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1838.
which came up from the Falls, by the rail of Staterin to-day’s Journal. Il will be seen rose and addressed the company in a speech
Qu ekec^November 17,183&.
THE MESSAGE.
I will now gi've yb“ii, respecting the Cana-1 road, the evening before, and which the dep that 375^410 votes were cast, which is an ex which, every five minutes, was interrupted i
This document was received yesterday
cess of 24,502 voles over the whole number by cheers. On resuming his seat, he gave !
dians, further facts,, that can be relied on,. uty collector took the liberty of opening.
It was found to contain muskets, bayonets, —(350,908) in* 1834, that being the largest the following toast;—k Uncompromising morning. We have only time and room for
aiii<l i-f yoi» choose to give* them publication,
hostility to the re election of Marlin Van Bu a brief synopsis of its contents :—
perhaps gooff may arise out of it. The Cana- shovels, pickaxes, &e. The deputy seized vote ever given in the Slate until now.
In 1834, Marcy received 181,900 votes and ren11'— which was received with nine cheers. (
dians complain-, ariff it is said they have just | the articles, hut was immediately assailed by
Portland Adv. I The President congratulates the Senator»
groimd for so do mg. it is not so ; and as an i a gang of ruffians who had collected round, Seward received 169,008. Marcy’s majority i
___________
| and Representatives on the favorable cir1 1838 Seward received !
illustrative fact, you ask one of them what it , and while they kept him employed, the mu was then 12,892. In
QO
•; Seward
QoWCki-il^
’s »>»<»
ma- ;j A letter from the United States Legation œmstanees ffmler which they re-assemble
is they complain of, and they will refer you nitions ol war were carried off.— Port. Adv. 192,898, and Marcy.» 1182,543
jority 10,326, and Seward’s gain since 1834
to some lawyer, &c , saying they told me and j
at Bogota, dated 20th September, to a gen for lhe performance of tbeir official duties
I forgot, &c. They never haff cause for eom-l Detroit. — Gen. Brady, with a detachment is 23,218.
It will be seen, also, that of this vast ag tlemen in New York, gives notice that all a bountiful harvest, prosperous industry,
phi’int, bl'H quite the reverse ; they have been j of U. S. iroops, I’eft Detroit on the 19th ult. in
claims against the late Columbian Govern
instigated t0< all their turmoils by a few law- the steamboat Illinois-, for the purpose of in gregate of suffrage, there were ten thousand ment must be presented on or before the 22d general health, and continued peace, call!
less notaries^ Lawyers, &c., who could find no i tercepting a piratical party, who, it was ru more voices for Seward and Bradish than
for devout gratitude to a benignant Provi
more worthy employment than by trying to mored, were rm their way from the lower for Marcy ami Tracy, and that the former February, 1839, to the Commissioners ap
pointed to liquidate claims, now sitting at dence.
impose upon the poor and ignorant Famuli- part
...............
,
.......
_
_
gentlemen
are
by
the
“
sober
second
thought,
11
of the lake, for the purpose of landin'! on
Bogota. The Commission consists of Com- ; The present year closes the first half cen
ans that they were an oppressed and wronged qie Canada shore at some point below Detroit, of the “ democracy of numbers" elevated to
people; ami by acts that would be a disgrace to i —The Detroit Advertiser expresses lhe opin the offices of Governor and Lieutenant Gov-i niissioners appointed by the respective Gov- tury of our federal institutions, during which
| ernments of New Grenada, Venezuela, and
barbarians, have in a measure succeeded in : ion that the plans of the insurgents art ernor of the State of
. our Constitution has been tried and found
^Equator.—Portland Adv.
But lhe
lhe Canadi-j
Canadi- ¿eep|y laid, and that they have large resour
ECAPITULATION.
an tin praise wort Li y object. But
i amply sufficient for the various emergencies.
ans have rrow, thougli at a late date, found ; ees lo {|la w upon. — Bostons. Dai. Adv.
Seward. Ma rev. Bradish. Tracy.
’ incident to our condition as a nation. The
©ut that they have been duped and deceived
A fire broke out last Thursday evening
1st District,, 23,373 22,634 22,328 22.822 1
u
by their supposed friends. All the past atud
23.209 24,588 23,122 24.642 from the roof of a small building' adjoining practical operation of our peculiar mstimSURRENDER OF THE MORMONS. | 2d
u
present trwwbfes raw be traced to t he work of
3d
24,465 24.632 24.513 24,583 |the General Post Office, Ibnt was speedily lions is such as to in-crease our confidence in
From the St Louis Republican nf Friday.
u
the notorious Papineau and McKenzie, who
4th
24,366 23,664 24,482 23,664 iSfiielled. Undoubtedly the work of an in-1 a<n<l
__ attachment
___ . . to
- them....
The right of sufThe War at an End !—The steamer Pi 5th
u
have now sought an asylum in the United
21,751 23,704 22,584 23.553 |c e n d ia ry.—Madisonian.
j frage Lias been extended, Education lias been.
u
States, and are now abusing that protection rate arrived at our port last evening from the 6th
24.359 23.166 24.360 23,232 j (tZ’The Chicago Democrat anno-unces the ' wi‘ie,-v diffused, Domestic peace has reigned,
whichffbe American Government affords, by Missouri. We learn frodi her passengers, 7th
24.320 22.811 24,386 22,847 1
thatthe
war
with
the-Mormons,
about
whi-clu
trying to create a force-iw tffort country to in
8th
27,025 17,343 27,147 17.309 ¡ leath of Mr. Carlin, the Governor elect ofll- , thq close bonds of so< ia! intercourse have pre9®
mffielr
btréii
brought!
vade this. Thevshoidd Mpjriveii from their
inois.
*» ■
I vailed io an mmsual extent, religion, unI
sobiffirliOhv
--n-vume ; co a i ermi nati mi, by the surrender of the who-lJ
192,868 182,542 192,922 182,952
wilt
caused to the Union.
These Mormon force to the troops under the eom-l
i trammeled, has exerted a strong influence,
Marcy,
182,542
Tracy,
182,942
(Qr
’
A
large
Giraffe,
lately
imported
at
a
named persons afford great inducements to mand of Major General Clark, near Far West J
I'ery great expense, died in New York city the forest has been felled, cities and villages
the Canadians to enlist and fight under their No resistance was offered by them, and Joel S’ds maj.
have grown up, internal improvements have
10.326 Bradish’s 9,980
t few days since.
Smith,
Rigdon,
White,
and
three
or
four
oth-j
banners ! But at the very time when the
in
almost every section of the Union been
Canadians require their presence, they are ers of the leaders were detained by the corrp
General Harrison.—Amid the strife of par
The loss of property on the Lakes this made to contribute to its prosperity—“ agri
found sneaking from a battle, saying, you manderofthe forces, to await such proceed ly feuds, it is grateful to meet with one able
fight,—our lives are too valuable,—gain the ings as may hereafter be instituted against and willing to draw such a picture as the fall by the rough weather, &c., is estimated culture, commerce and manufactures minis
day, and we will direct the disposition ofthe them. It is reported—but we think it will subjoined, without reference to faction or to exceed $300,000.
ter to each other.”
turn out to be as erroneous as the statements its design. It is from the pen of the Rev.
spoils ;—(a little like Van Burenism.)
Foreign affairs.—The most amicable
Now 1 will endeavor to show you, that in about Capt. Bogard’s engagement and defeat Timothy Flint, formerly of this State, and
An Immense. Organ.—An organ of immense
stead of the Canadians having cause for j —that some seventeen or twenty of the Mor may be found in his ‘ Recollections of the size is being built at Cincinnati, for St. Pat ! dispositions continue to be exhibited by all
complaint under all circumstances, it ought ! mons were killed after they had surrendered Last Ten Years,’ published in 1826, before rick’s Church, at N. Orleans, the cost will be the nations with whom our government and
to be quite the reverse. They never had ; themselves as prisoners, and that other acts the name of the Patriarch ofthe North Bend $12,000.
citizens have an habitual intercourse.—An
cause of complaint.— First, they dont pay a of violence were committed. A few days was mentioned in connexion with lhe Presi
advance has been made towards the adjustsingle mill of taxes either by way of import must bring authentic information upon the dency.—Salem Register.
mf^ing.-Nhss Charlotte n,entof our difficulties
—.... ...... with
--------Mexico.
--------The
ing goods that pay duty, nor even consume subject, and also of the disposition which is
“ My duties and my travels occupied me Mitchell, eldest «laughter of
< Major
---- Thomas
goods that do pay duty. Secondly, they have to be macle of the Mormon leaders. It is al in such a manner, as to allow me few oppor Mitchell, of Thomas county, Georgia,
points in dispute are to be referred to the ar,
when
always had their own way, as regards law', so stated that Gen. Atchison of Clay, has re tunities for making individual estimates of married, some time since, was dressed
en- i bitrament of a friendly power.—In relation
&c., as they are under the old French laws signed his command because of some disaf character. Chance brought me in contact tirely in silk of her own manufacture,
viz.
and religion, (which, bye the bye, they would fection which he felt towards the Governor’s and afterwards into considerable intimacy, cap, stockings, gloves, and frock, which was to the North Eastern Boundary the Message
has the following paragraph :—
be better off- were they altered ;) as they are orders.
with a gentleman, of whom very different pronounced by all that saw her to equal the
The St. Lotus Bulletin of the 9th says : portraits have been drawn, General Harrison. best Pongee.
the most numerous, they always have had a
“ With respect to the northeastern bounda
majority in the Provincial Parliament, elected “There are various rumors afloat concerning
ry ofthe United States, no official correspon
Of his urbanity, and general hospitality
men of their own nation and choice ; in fact, the surrender of the Mormons, and we are a- and kindness, 1 entertain the most grateful
Aroostook Road.—'V\w whole length of this dence between this government and that of
they have had things just as they pleased in fraid that the disturbances have not terminat recollections. I could desire no attentions, road to the Aroostook river is, says the Ban Great Britain has passed since that commu
that respect ; and if liberty, in any sense of ed so amicably as was reported.”
no facilities for discharging my duty, which gor Farmer, about seventy-five miles and is nicated to Congress towards the close of their
. the word, could make men happy, the Cana
he did not proffer me. His house was open now cut out the whole distance. The road last session. The offer to negocíate a condians should be. Let us look at the other
The Mormons.—The St. Louis Bulletin, of for public worship. He kept an open table is completed to the St. Croix river, the dI?” j vention for the appointment of a joint comside of the picture. The Europeans are the the 17lh ulr., publishes some extracts from to which every visiter was welcomed. T- e tance of sixty-four miles.
Distance com* I mission of survey and exploration, I am,
sole importers of goods, the sole payers of the Far West of the 8th, which contain the table was loaded with abundance, and with pleted this year, thirty miles, and last year' ! however, assured will be met by Her iMajestaxes, and I may justly add, the only consum latest intelligence in relation to the Mormon substantial good cheer, especially with differ there was seven miles made.
i ty’s government in a conciliatory and friendly
ers of allw the imports, the supporters of the disturbances. We make the following se ent kinds of game.
In these respects his
The whole amount expended the last two 1 spirit, and instructions to enable the British
Government that sustains them in enterprise. lections :—
I Minister here to conclude such an arrangehouse strongly reminded me ofthe pictures, years, about thirty thousand dollars.
—They are the only improvers of the coun
_______
j ment will be transmitted to him without
We learn from a gentleman just from Far which my reading had presented me, of old
try, external and internal, and were it not for West, that Gen. Clarke had arrived with English hospitality.
From Central America.—Leiters of the 27th n^Ness delay. It is hoped and expected
There is something
them not a single ship or vessel would be 1300 men, and still bad the Mormons guard imposing in the dignified simplicity of his pit. from Belize, Honduras, stale that the Pro- ' taal ’”ese instructions will be of a liberal
seen at this place; and instead of seeing ed in the town of Far West, and had des manner. In the utter want of all show, and vince of Guatama ’a was again in a complete
that the negotiation, if success
steamboats on this noble river, you would see patched a messenger to Gen. Lucas, in Jack- insignia, and trappings, there is something state of revolution, the rebel chief Carrera f‘d, will prove to be an important step townothing buttheir own batteaux, and no argu son county, to retain Joe and Hiram Smith, which finely comports with the severe plain having taken up arms against the Govern- ar<¡s
satisfactory and final adjustment of
ments could have ever convinced them but Rigdon, Wight, Robinson and Hunt, who ness of republicanism.
Ou a fine farm, in ment for the second tune, and with the aid ,h? controversy.”
they were the best. Again, I say that the Eu were taken as prisoners.
We have not the woods, his house was open to all the of about 1000 men had captured the old city I The President condemns in strong terms
ropeans and Americans are the only improv learned what disposition Gen. Clark intends neighbors, who entered without ceremony,
of Guatemala, nearly every house and church the conduct of those ol our citizens who
ers and supporters of the Government, and, if making of them, or where they will be tried and were admitted to assume a footing of
oí which be had rubbed.
He was subse- have aided and abel.ed the insurrection
iustn recti.nl in
in
any complaint could be justly made, it would for their crimes.
entire equality.”
quently driven out by Gen. Lalagar from
be by the Loyalists.
Canada,
“
in
violation
of
the
obligations
and
A great many ofthe Mormons have made
near Gtiatamala, after a severe action, in
The Canadians, generally speaking, are an their escape from Caldwell countv, leaving
President's Proclamation.—The President which 200 of his followers were killeij. Pres- hiws of‘the United States, and in open disignorant, indolent, idle set,—have no enter their families. We are not informed wheth
ident Morazen, at the head of 3000 mèn from regard of their own duties as citizens ” The
prize, and are taught to continue in that way er all the Mormons will be driven from has isjiUeiFa proclamation, strongly enjoining
by the more enlightened British, that they Caldwell county or not, but suppose they upon the citizens of the United States not to St. Salvador, was in pursuit of the rebels, and existillg laws have been and will eontintte to
„
embroil themselves in the present contests in hopes were entertained that the revolution i
may have the greater sway over them. As a will not this winter at least.
must deCanada, in violation of their own obligations would be soon suppressed. In consequence ; be ia!lMully eXeCUte<L
proof-of their ignorence, the books ofthe late
A Doctor Avoid, who was so high in the
of the disturbed condition of the country, the , c,i^e
(hcy are sufficient to meet the
parliament will show a most striking exam favor of the church, has since the surrender as American citizens, and of the obligations
crops of Cochineal and Indigo were expected actual state of things on the Canadian front
ple. There you will see that men of their of the Mormons made some disclosures in of their government to foreign nations—and
to be very short.—.V. Y. Gazette.
warns
“
all
those
who
have
engaged
in
these
ier.
class who have been selected for their talents, relation to the contemplated designs they
criminal
enterprises,
if
persisted
in,
that,
education, &c., on an average, one half, in had against the upper country. Among ma
The Government of Russia declines a re
LATE FROM TEXAS.
signing their names, could only make a cross, ny other things, they had associated them whatever may be the condition to which
newal of the 4th article ofthe Convention of
they
may
be
reduced,
they
must
not
expect
The
new
Congress
assembled
at
Houston
(X) or his mark. Does not this show how ca selves into three different societies—called
April, 1824, between the U.S and that Gov
pable they are of governing ?
Another : A Danites, Gideonites, and the destroying An the interference of this Government, in any on the 5th.
The President ofthe Republic, Gen. Hous ernment, which permits our citizens to fre
Canadian firmer will grow poor on the same gels—composed of about 150 men altogether. form, on their behalf; but will be left, re
qaanlity and quality of land that an Europe I he object of the bands was to carry on a proached by every virtuous fellow citizen, to ton, and the Congress appear to be at logger quent, for the purposes of trade and fishing,
an or American would grow rich on; and regular and systematic course of robbery and be dealt with according to the policy and heads.— He has been in the habit of deliver-.;
the northwest coast of Ametica and the is
the reasons are : Canadian sons never emi murder, and swear out suits «gainst all dis justice of that government, and without the ing his messages to the two houses verbally I
grate from home, but as they grow up a por senters from the church, and others, under shadow ofjtisiification or excuse, nefariously At the opening of this session, committees! lands adjacent to the north of 54 deg. 50 min.
invaded.”
were appointed to inform him that Congress N. latitude, and assigns for reasons, “ that'the
tion or a strip of said farm is divided and sub false pretences of debts ami claims against
was ready to receive any written communica only use mad ; by our citiz ms ofthe privilege
divided to this and to that son, and as they go them, lhe proceeds of which were to be
Eastern Rail Road.—The grading of the tion which he might have to make. He re it secures to them, has been to supply the In
on, sowing the same grain on the same land placed in a general fund for the use and ben
whole line of the Eastern Rail Road from turned a brief message “ saluting the honora dians with spirituous liquors, ammunition, and
year after year, without giving any sort of efit of the church.
Salem to Newburyport; (says the Lynn ble Congress,” and stating that if he had not1 fire-arms : that this traffic has been excluded
nourishment or manure, but will sell their
VVe are not in possession of facts sufficient
manure to any other countryman along side, to give all the details of this unholy combi Freeman) has been taken by Messrs. Belk been restricted m the mode, he should have I from the Russian trade ; and as the supplies
nap & Co. They Lave commenced opera presented some important. information and
and are surprized to see him put it on his nation at present.
from the United States are injurious to the
No man doubts but
land ; they say the price obtained for the ma there are among the.Mormons many honest tions in Beverly and one or two other places suggestions on the affairs of the country ; Russian establishments on the northwest
already.
They
intend
employing
200
hands,
as it was, he declined any further communi coast, and calculated to produce complaints
nure, which is small is more than to put it on and innocent men, who joined them through
the land. The consequences that follow are, virtuous and pure motives, and wherever divided into ten ‘gangs,’ and distributed catton with Congress than to enclose the re between the two Governments, His Imperial
j
along
the
road
at
points
requiring
the
most
ports ofthe heads ofthe departments.
their land soon produces nothing, and then it these facts can he ascertained by their ac
Majesty thinks it for the interest of both counlabor. The grading will probably be com
r
; thousand
-........
jr t____ tries not to accede to the proposition made hv
Forty
dollars were appropriated
is impossible for them to get a living from it. tions, they should not be molested.
pleted in about a year from this time.
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This is one of the greatest causes of their pov
American Government for the renewal of
Salem Register.
diers, and the support of an expedition of 250 !■ the article.”
erty and distress, which certainly is the fault
From the Pennsylvania Register of Nov. 13.
men, against the hostile Indians; and authori
only of themselves. They will not follow the
We contend that our citizens have, inde
We this week place at the head of our pa
Mr. Ct:ary, Van Buren, has been elected to ty given to Gen. Baker to make use of any
example of those wdio do know, nor will they
pendent
of the provisions of the Conven
per
the
names
of
General
W
illiam
H
enry
Cotigress
from
Michigan,
by
about
two
hun

stores, ordnance or munitions of war, in the
be advised. Their distresses are attributed to
tion alluded to, a right to trade with the na
the oppressions of the government. The Harrison and Hon. Daniel Webster, the dred majority over Mr. Wells, (whig.) The arsenal at Houston.
The following resolution was offered in the tives on the coast in question, at unoccupied
people of the United States ought to know candidates nominated by the -Democratic administration party have a small majority
house :—
how the facts stand before they offgp ^eir -Nfliioipd AlUtmasonic Convention, for the of in the Legislature on joint ballot.—¿6.
places. The Russian government denies this
Resolved, That the late intelligence of In
sympathy. They make their wives do all fices of President and Vice President. We
right. The capital and tonnage employed by
bail
the
nomination
of
these
two
great
men
dian
hostilities,
from
the
Indians
of
the
Unit

Sail
vs.
Steam.
—
We
learn
by
the
Liverpool
the drudgery both out and ijF-ttoors, while
they idle away theirjfhie in debauchery, and with joy, feeling the utmost confidence in that the packet ship United States, Capt. Hold- ed States, recently emigrated to the neighbor our citizens in this trade is inconsiderable,
redge, arrived at Liverpool on the 29th ultimo hood of the North Eastern Frontier of this!j The subject is commended to the attention of
when vg^tercomes their idleness is soon their triumphant election in 1840.
republic, claims the earliest attention of this i Congress.
infJteen days ! !—N. Y. American.
HirS'wn.to their sorrow ; they are obliged to
house; and that the President be requested
The following Resolution was passed by a
sell all their good food and provisions so as to
rlhe Blockade of the principal ports on
purchase a sufficient quantity of poor to sus Whig Meeting in Guernsey county, in the
Highway Robbery—We are informed that to communicate, as speedily as possible with
the
eastern coast of Mexico continues. Eve
the
Minister
at
Texas,
at
the
court
of
the
Utain them during the winter. And then they State of Ohio, a few days since :—
Mr. Cobb, of Sumner, was robbed in Bethel
Resolved, That we nominate Gen. WIL week before last. It is said that he was walk nited Stales in relation thereto : that the gov ry disposition, it is believed, exists on the
will bring a load of wood or rather an arm
full, to market, which is so small that it brings LIAM HENRY HARRISON for the office ing along the road in the evening when be ernment ofthe United States may beneficial part of the French Government to render it
them otdy two shillings, [forty cents] and the of President of the United States, being, as we was suddenly seized from behind by one man ly apprized of the actual warfare of the Kickbest part of that they spend for liquor before believe, the choice of an overwhelming ma and instantly knocked down by another by a apoos, Coshatees, Caddoes, Seminóles, and as little onerous as practicable to our citi
leaving town. Many other scenes of daily jority of the Whigs of the Union, and espe blow on the head and left for dead. He did Choctaws, against this republic. Referred to zens.
occurrence, that beggar description, I will give cially of the West.
“ A convention for marking that part of
not recover his senses until the next morning, the committee on military affairs.
A passenger with whom we conversed, the boundary between the United States and
you in my next letter.
W.
when he, with difficulty, crawled to the near
Judge Baldwin, of the United States Su est house. We learn that he was employed states that about 400 men were already ‘ in the Republic of Texas, which extends from
preme Court, has recently manifested sympt in buying cattle and had between seven and the woods’ against the Indians.
the mouth of the Sabine to the Red river,
FROM CANADA.
We were sorry to learn from the gentle was concluded and signed at this city on the
The Kingston, U. C. Chronicle gives the oms of that derangement of intellect which eight hundred dollars with him. The rob
following authentic particulars of the killed afflicted him some three or four vears ago. bers took his pocket book, containing about man to whom we have alluded above, that 25th of April last. It has been ratified by
He rode into the post office on horseback a forty dollars, but did not find the rest of the the prospects in the young republic were any both Governments.”
and wounded at the affairs of Prescott :
money which was concealed about his per thing but favorable to her welfare. The very
The only loss sustained by the British was few days since to inquire for letters.
The application of Texas for admission in
son. He is now in a fair way of recovery, serious inroads of the Indians on the west,
Portland Adv.
one soldier, who was shot through the
but has discovered no clue to the perpetra and the unfortunate difficulties between the to the Union has been withdrawn.
head.
departments of the government, give her af
Defalcation.—A joint committee appointed tors of this outrage.— Oxford Democrat.
Commercial treaties have been concluded
The loss of the pirates, so far as we can
fairs a gloomy cast. Texas, however, is in with the King of Greece and the Peru-Bo
by the Legislature of Mississippi to examine
learn, is as follows —
the books and accounts of the late Auditor
Hard Butter.— A lot of Butter, recently her infancy, and whatever troubles she may livian confederation.
Killed on the 13th
Left dead on the field, on Friday night 35 of the State, John H. Mallory, have reported purchased of a woman by a trader in Ban have to contend with, we do not doubt the ahim a defaulter in the sum' of $54.079 96 ! gor, was found on examination to contain in bility of our countrymen there to establish a
Finances.—The President urges upon
]02! His place it is supposed will be filled by a the centre of the balls pieces of stone about permanent government.—N. O. Bee.
Total killed
^Congress caution in limiting appropriations
staunch Whig.—ib.
two inches long.—Portland Adv.
Prisoners taken on Tuesday and sent
o the wants of the public service. It will
30
to Fort Henry
Thames Tunnel.—This great work, upon -I
•e seen by the following paragraphs from the
Wreck and loss of Life.— The schooner PoShocking.—On Thursday afternoon, a;
Surrendered unconditionally on Fri
have been
expended, hi.^.-.. ~
rns nate
tieen expenden,
n
. .
■ tomac, (a new and beautiful vessel) was cap- daughter of the Rev. Ebenezer Gay, of which such vast sums
Its present length is eight
iF
8 .h
°U,‘ financ,al Prospects have
day
is
nearly
finished.
c:gh:
i sized in Long Island Sound on Sunday last. Bridgwater, Mass., about nine years old, was
hundred feet, and one hundred feet of ma lot materially brightened since the close of
Total prisoners
162 All hands perishing before assistance J could so dreadfully burnt by her clothes taking fire, sonry is now only required to complete it.
! )he last session of Congress
reach
her,
owing
to
the
high
wind.
that
she
survived
but
a
few
hours.
—
ib.
There is no later news of importance from
“ The available balance in the Treasury, on
•V. Y. Express.
Canada,
_______________ _
he 1st of January next, is estimated at $2,The last case of absence of mind, is that
A boy named Havard, living at Crick how- ¡65,342. The receipts of the year, from cusElection of U. S. Senator for New Jersey.— of the Loco Focos of New York.—Thinking
Escape of Bill Johnson and “ Gen. Birge.11
had a tooth extracted ; he returned home, Yj?®
,..a
]t is staled on the authority of Letters from Samuel L. Southard has been re-elected io that they were rowing the Whigs up Salt ell,
w»ll probably amount to $20,boiled it a quarter of an hour, and replaced L15,598.
These usual sources of revenue
Aidmrn, says the Express, that Bill Johnson the U. S. Senate by the New Jersey Legisla- river,
woke up and found that the it. It is now as useful as ever.
A
recipe
to
I
.
or iof
reasurv*
J*’ Southard
"
‘
2; votes
___ ~ ; for Mah-ave been increased UI1
by lssue
an issue
Treasury
had‘ 36
Whigs landed them at the source of that celand Birge have escaped from the Auburn . lure. Mr.
that effect appeared in a newspaper some- r^otes ; of which less than eight millions oT
, Ion Dickerson 24.—Portland Advertiser.
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Postponement.
1 and tonnage
swer the purpose for which it was designed. some 40 or 50 negroes on a long credit. died and seyenty-five acres of Timber land, Court to be . holden at Alfred, in said
county, on the first Monday in January next,
The above sale stands adjourned to Mon
is trade is incotisideiili' The recommendation,. before
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_____ i in
bounded
as
follows,
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:
on
the
west
by
Some misunderstanding arose and G. de
at ten of the dock in the forenoon, and shew day,
1
Dec. 10, at the time and place above
»mended io the alten»« relation to the graduation ol the price of the manded to have the contract rescinded, and lands of Thomas Garvin and Joseph Lins cause, if any they have, why the prayer of 1named.
cott, on the noith by lands of Jerem iah Em
public lands, is repeated.
B. F. MASON, Auctioneer.
proceeded with several others to take oflT the ery and Joseph Norton, on the east by lands said petition should not be granted.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Nov. 30, 1838.
>f the principal Porls11; The Army.—The report of the Secretary negroes by force.
Wilson fired upon the ot Joseph Day and Stephen Webber, and on
A true copy,—Attest,
f Mexico continues.
ot War gives a satisfactory account of the party twice, once from his house and once the south by land left to Ansel Gerrish in a
John Skeele, Register.
Tri-Weekly Journal.
Dec. 8.
s believed, exists on state of the army. The army has been ex in a field,—Mith the result narrated above. division made in September last past, ;by or
der of the Court; and about one hundred
HE publisher of the Kennebec Journal
Government to reniler’j tensively and usefully employed during the
and fifty acres of timber land, lying on the
will issue a paper three times a week
i practicable to our i past season.—The organization of the militia
Fire.—The County Jail, at Wiscasset, to westerly side of said Mousam Pond, and
during the session of the Legislature, to con
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by
the
waters
of
said
Pond,
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with
the
dwelling-house
attached
on the maritime and inland frontiers, the
tain reports of the proceedings thereof, and
persons indebted to him for Newspa such other matter as may be interesting to
and southerly by Hubbard’s Brook, so call JL
for
|at lrj
’a,,| erect’on
a national foundry and gunpow- j ’hereto, was destroyed by fire on Monday
for rnarking
rnarKHig tlu«.»
ed ; west by Acton town line, and northerly pers, Advertising or otherwise, to make im political and other readers.
een the United btateu der nianuiactory, and a manufactory for last. The fire is supposed to have taken by by land left to Ansel Gerrish in a division mediate settlement, as he is very desirous
Price—ONE DOLLAR in advance.
jxas, which eXte" , L small arms, west of the AUeghanies, are rec- a spark from the chimney. The prisoners made by order of Court in September last; that all his Accounts should be settled with
Persons in all parts of the State can send
Sabine to
e ^ommended.
confined in the jail at the time (three in also one other piece of land, lying in said as little delay as possible.—Those who neg for it by members of the Legislature, and
1 Simbas been ratified! Navy.—No diminution in the naval force, number) were taken out and secured else Shapleigh, and immediately below said Rick lect this call beyond the first of January next, others coming to the seat of Government.
er’s saw mill, and on the south westerly side will be under the necessity of settling with
(t/^Any person procuring six subscribers,
„
employed abroad, is contemplated ; an in- where.
ofMousam River, so called, and bounded an Attorney.— He, therefore, sincerely hopes
of Texas for adinission'l crease of s’»iaH armed vessels is recommendnortheasterly by said River, south by Elihu that all, whose Accounts have been more and transmitting the money, shall have a
The Executive Council of this State com Webber’s land, westerly by lands of Isaac than one year standing, will attend to this copy for his compensation.
Augusta, Nov. 7, 1838.
een withdrawn.
menced a session at the seat of Government L. Ham and Nahum Thompson, and north notice, and thereby save him the unpleasant
>s have been concP
Indians.— I he entire removal of the
alternative
of
putting
them
in
suit.
erly by said Ricker’s saw mill privilege—
’ *
and the peru^Cberokees to their new homes west of the on Monday last. The votes for Members ofi which several parcels of Real Estate are
Those who have been punctual will please
Cadiz Salt for Sale.
j Congress and State Senators will be counted
Mississippi has been effected. The
Creeks
1 he
, •~ ,
mortgaged to Jeremiah Goodwin, Esq. of accept his thanks.
HHDS., stored on Capt. D.
during the session.
Alfred, as York County Records will show.
AU persons having demands against the
e9 ji|K8bave also removed, with the exception of a
Curtis’s wharf, which will be
EBENEZER NOWELL, D. Sheriff.
subscriber are requested to present them for I deliveredI on Saturdays, in any quantity re
e President mg .^few who are among the Seminóles in Floripayment.
Nov.
24,1838.
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of
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n limiting app’°P^
Considerable progress has been made
quired. Apply to
JAMES K. REMICH.
State will, it is said, contain a whig majority,
WM. LORD, Jr.
public sei vice.
, toward the speedy completion of the remoGazette
Office,
Kennebunk,
>
TAKE NOTICE.
Kennebunk, Nov. 24, 1838.
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ministration
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’>” Stratton me
financial pro&P
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It
htened since the c rhe president (jefen(js the p0|jCy of the 1 ¡s thou„h, th
ball, now residing in South Reading, Mas
NOTICE.
supply, just received by
is thought that Mr. Robinson’s election as sachusetts, being twenty years of age, and V<7"HEREAS my wife, Susan Pillsbury,
D. REMICH.
Congress
government upon the subject of Indian almember of Congress will be contested, on Oliver D. Kimball, being nineteen years of 7 ’
has left my bed and board without
Kennebunk, Oct. 24, 1838.
lalance in the
t ¡fairs at considerable length,
the ground of his receiving a considerable.! age, their time, and that I shall claim none just provocation, this is to forbid all persons
next, is ®sti,vneaal? fromci)S' The Indian title to 18,458,000 acres
of their earnings during the rest of their mi trusting or harbouring heron my account, as
bas number of illegal votes.
FOR SALE,
iTrol^l'.l/alnounl^.een extinguished d uring the past year. ..
nority, and shall pay no debts of their con I shall pay no debts of her contracting after
A .
tracting after this date.
this date.
YOKE of OXEN, and one HORSE.
isual sources
small quantity of unbought Indian lands
Flour is selling in Texas as high as $40 per
RICHARD KIMBALL.
STEPHEN N. PILLSBURY.
Apply to
B. F. MASON.
d by an issue of
within, the States and Territories, barrel.
Kennebunk, Dec. 8. 1838.
Shapleigh, Dec. 4, 1838.
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 30,1838.
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Br. Braiidreih’s
HE MATCHLESS SANATIVE, IN
A CONTRAST—All nation?, from )a Very short time, after his recovery had been |
VENTED BY L OFFEN GOELICKE. VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL PILLS |
not only improbable, but absolutely
[the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co- pronounced
|
impossible, by any human means.
POETRY
ESTABLISHED IN 1751.
I lumbus only found the way to America. BeDIRECTIONS FOR USE.-The Proprietor of
i
fore
the
time
ofthe
great
Spanish
navigator,
Science
should contribute to health.
The Philadelphia Morning Star, in order to
[Translated
from
the
German.]
the Vegetable Life Pills does not follow the
shew the 44 Signs of the Times,” copies the fol people were only enabled to paddle about the
The MATCHLESS SANATIVE, invented
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
base and mercenary practice of the quacks of
shores.
Just
so
with
the
Life
Medicines.
It
And am again a boy. Every breath
the immortal Louis Offen Goelicke, M. D.
lowing from the Boston Atlas.
the day, in ad vising persons to take his Pills in by
I
Of air that trembles through the window bears
is but two short years since 1 first ventured large quantities. No good medicine can possibly of Germany, Europe, is astonishing the world
HARRISON AND LIBERTY.
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Mirancola.
upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov be so required. These Pills are to be taken at with its iniohty victories over many Eearful
Bring festive wreaths and rosy wines
diseases
which have been pronounced incur rpHE unprecedented success which has
ered
the
precious
object
I
was
m
search
of
—
bed
time
every
night,
for
a
week
or
fortnight,
Bring flowers to gem the minstrel lyre—
resulted from the adoption of BranHEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in according to the obstinacy of the disease. The able by physicians of every age, being the most A
A nation’s pledge at freedom’s shrine
deed
known when I commenced my seal ch, usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti VALUABLE MEDICINE, and the most unac dreth’s Pills, during a period of upwards of fig
Is breathing from its strings of fire,
countable
in
its
operations
of
any
ever
prepared
Very delicate persons '
years, the numerous extraordinary cures
but their use was not. By the use of them, 1 tution of the person.
Bid music tones of glad ness tell
by human hands ; a medicine, obtained equally
A jk) MA1
have not only passed from the dejected in should bejjin with but two, and increase as the from the animal, mineral and vegetable which they have performed upon hundreds
To the wild winds o’er earth and sea,
' pUBUlSI SD EVKt
nature of the case may require: those more ro
of
individuals
whom
they
have
rescued
from
valid,
to
the
hale,
hearty
and
active
man
of
The sono- that every bosom swells
or of very costive habit, may begin with 3, kingdoms, thus possessing a THREE FOLD almost inevitable death alter they had been <
FAM®
To “ HARRISON and LIBERTY 1’
business, but, comparatively speaking, I have bust,
and increase to 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will POWER—a medicine of more value to mankind
renewed my youth. lean thus, with confi effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the than the united treasures of our Globe ; and for pronounced incurable by the most eminent o[ j Ofliceon thiliMain'Sir
ik THÍ c
Strike, strike the festal harp of fame !
TERMS!
dence in my own experience, advise with my patient in their further use. These Pills some which We have abundant cause to bless the be the faculty — warrants the proprietor ol this
Awake its triumph tones profound—
Two dolt iii
i per an
fellow-citizens. Does the reader want proof times occasion sickness and vomiting, though neficent hand of a kind Providence ; a medicine Vegetable Universal Medicine, in warmly and
Jbe char
The “ guardian hero’s” deathless name
Interest #1«
that the VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul; this, which begins to be valued by physicians, who conscientiously recommending it to the es*
Id al t
Shall in their magic chorus sound ;
have heretofore opposed it, who are daily wit pecial notice of the public.
ceinaiii i
are
suitable
to
his
own
case
?
I
have
on
my
however,
may
be
considered
a
fa-vorable
symp

Ánued,
i
And while her banner floats unfurl’d,
paper disep
nessing its astonishing cures of many they had
Dr.
Brandreth
wishes
mankind
to
consider
tom,
as
the
patient
will
find
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at
once
re

file
at
my
office,
367
Broadway,
hundreds
of
itti
arrea
America, the proud and free,
fisher, uiitrn
resigned
to
the
grasp
ofthe
insatiable
grave
;
a
hier doe;
letters, from some of the most respectable lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover. precious and powerful medicine, which has thor this truth, that health solely depends on the
[’he pub! t
Shall greet the echo through the world,
tally ad
For “ HARRISON and LIBERTY !”
citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and oughly filled the great vacuum in the Materia state of purity in which the blood is kept,ev
any error '
charged talilifts laser
fered in testimony ofthe virtues of A GOOD never give pain unless the bowels are very much Medica ; and thereby proved itself to be the con ery part of the body being supplied daily with
encumbered. They may be taken by the most
When freedom from her starry sky,
new blood from the food consumed, cons«,
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
delicate females under any circumstances.— It is, queror of physicians
Look’d down upon the battle’s gloom,
Persons whose constitutions have been however, recommended, that those in later pe
(UT Dose of the SANATIVE, for adults, one quently, according to the pureness of t])e
She saw the charms of conquest fly,
nearly ruined by the « all-infallible” mineral riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time, drop ; for children a half drop ; and for infants blood, so must the state of the body be mote
And smile above th’ invader s plume
The directions explain the or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, the
preparations ofthe day,-will bear me witness, and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and a quarter drop.
The valiant warrior ofthe Thames
BY
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are even two may be taken where the patient is very method of taking these portions, and contain a most direct purifier of the blood, is a question
Then led the brave to victory ;
the true course to permanent good health.
costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons history ofthe medicine and its distinguished in of no little importance to every individual.
lowing
Now with a country’s proudest nnmes,
The
fJOHN MOFFAT.
full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol ventor.
That Brandreth’» Pills are the most direct
Rank 44 HARRISON and LIBERTY 1
Price, three and one third rix dollars ($2 50)
actually feted
purifiers of the blood, there will be no doubt
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours per half ounce.
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years
givings ;i ipui ¡fit
Joy ! let the floating signal fly,
when
it
is
considered
that
they
have
gained
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLSAND
Testimony No. 1.
of age, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill.
others
hti I the«»
For freedom’s standard guards the brave .
their
present
very
extensive
sale
by
their
own
PHOENIX BITTERS.
fcibraF
THE PHOENIX BITTERS, are so called, be A letter from H. P. Sherwood/ Esq. of NewIts trophy stars are streaming high—
intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures
Straits o i
These medicines have long been known cause they possess the power of restoring the
York.
bary, ot»| clear.
’Tis planted on the spoiler’s grave 1
which they have accomplished in every vari
and
appreciated,
for
their
extraordinary
and
expiring
embers
of
health,
to
a
glowing
vigor
Let crouching vassals, nursed in fear,
ety of diseases.
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said
came mp|urn to
To tyrants bend the subject knee—
New York, Oct. 9, 1837
to persons suffering under nearly every kind to be restored to life from the ashes of its own
The peculiar action of these pills is most
was bectcmied, a
We £ive a welcome and a cheer,
Dr S. Rowland—Sir, About the middle of Ju
ot disease to which the human frame is lia dissolution. The Phoenix Bitters are entirely
To”“ HARRISON and LIBERTY 1”
surprising ; their operations being more-or
silent
as de
s day
vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer ly last, I accidentally noticed in a newspaper the less powerful according to the pureness ofthe
ble.
advertisement of the Matchless Sanative, for
mono1, onJ« of wa
tain
parts
of
the
western
country,
which
will
in

In many hundreds of certified instances,
which I perceived you were agent, and which circulating fluid. On a person in fair state of
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i mot
they have even rescued sufferers from the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all professes to be a sovereign remedy for consump health, who is only costive or slightly Aulious i
kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the
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think
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;
’
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after
all
the
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very verge of an untimely grave, after all the effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the tion.
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leave his accounts with Edward L. deceptive
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• had utterly
Amphi
«nd
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nostrums
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my
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then
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away
with
the
complaint
be
chronic,
and
the
constitution
Bourne, Esq. with whom they may be settled failed ; and to many thousands they have most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and this dreadful disease and as our family physi be much deranged, they generally, at first,are
‘sporting),pn the
will immediately cure the determination of
without cost previous to Jan. 1st, 1839 : after permanently secured that uniform enjoyment BLOOD TO THE HEAD ; never fail in the cian was daily and anxiously endeavoring to res powerful, until the system be freed from some
diamontiiU in the
which time he will be authorized to collect of health, without which life itself is but a sickness incident to young females ; and will be tore her to health without success, I stepped o- of its most vitiated and turgid humors. This
followedfby thoi
thThe public are also informed, that he has partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous ver to his house and asked him if he had any ob accomplished, doses sufficient to cause twoor
dren anin rny F
efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that debility and weakness of the most impaired con jections to her taking this new medicine. He three copious evacuations daily, will soon re
noughj' nbled I
engaged Dr. Jason N. Langdon of Kenne it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous stitutions. As a remedy for Chronic and Inflam replied, that he was perfectly willing Mrs. move the disease, and the constitution will be
bunk-port, to take his place during his ab to those who were unacquainted with the matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix Sherwood should take that or any other medi restored to a state of health and renewed
ofapproirching i
sence, who will attend to ail professional beautifully philosophical principles upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin cine she might choose, but he thought it could
a loud, (.Jad, te
bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is do her no good, as 4 her lungs were rapidly vigor.
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which they are compounded, and upon gle
from on i er !”
consuming
and
no
human
means
could
save
These Pills are recommended by thousands
Dr. Langdon may be found at Dr. B. Smart’s which they consequently act. It was to half a wi ne glass full, in water or wine, and this
Still as a drowning person will catch of persons whom they have cured of Con- |
was the qcustom
t
quantity may be taken two or three times a day, her.’
house.
B- SMAR1.
their manifest and sensible action in purify about half an hour before meals, or a less quan at a straw and the Sanative being recommended sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion,Dys
throw
was
to
b
Kennebunk, Nov. 17, 1838. _____________ ing the springs and channels of life, and en tity may be taken at all times. To those who by three physicians who had used it in their
pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full- !
chanica:4y I sin
duing them with renewed tone and vigor, are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these practice she concluded to give it a trial. I sent ness in the back part of the head, usually the i
go!”—•jut not
One Yoke of Oxen,
that they were indebted for their name, which Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great- and purchased a vial, which she commenced
IX years old, good for work or beef, for was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous' ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help taking three tirues a day, giving a free indul symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever |
the shriiitids—t
sale cheap for cash, by Ralph Curtis. request of several individuals whose lives they them to perform their functions, and enable the gence to her appetite according to the directions. and Ague, bilious, ty phus, and common Fevers
searched the de
of
all
kinds,
Asthma,
Gout,
Rheumatism,
ner

stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is By pursuing this course, she suffered consid
He has on hand a good assortment of had obviously saved.
1 tried tlI think
erably FOR THE FIRST EIGHT OR TEN DAYS, but vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, in
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed was shortly able to eat and drink freely, without ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Rup
Leather, cheap for cash.
sound, I
, deep.
ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths
All persons indebted to the subscriber are afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri the least inconvenience.
in my t 1rs like
tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy, '
ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE. 'tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener
Within four weeks from her first using the Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs, I
requested to make immediate payment.
In thii; morni
PILLS within the knowledge and reach of '
4
RALPH CURTIS.
gy of mind are the happy results. For farther medicine, her feeble and wasted form began to Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera
had he;pell. T
every
individual
in
the
community.
Unlike
1
put
on
new
strength
and
she
has
been
gaining
particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and
Kennebunk, Nov. 17, 1838.
. all day dog fol!
the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast PHOENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt’s from day to day until the present moment, to Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentary, Deaf- j
ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil,
ing Toliii.” 0
of
vegetable
ingredients,
the
Life
Pills
are
(
office,
No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the t he utter astonishment of our family, physician
JVO Tl €E.
Scrofula,
Erysipelas
or
St.
Anthony
’
s
Fire,
and friends. $he is now enjoying a comfortable
most utiifnercili
HOSE indebted to the estate of the late purely and solely vegetable, and contain Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or (though not perfect) state of health, is able to be Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of
swarthjii] malif
Daniel Walker, by note or account, are neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any $1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot about house and to attend church.
thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumor.«, |
tle.
Numerous certificates of the wonderful
other
requested to make payment to George Em
 mineral in any form whatever. They efficacy of both, may be there inspected.
carried murder
i
Mrs. Sherwood and myself are both fully of swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all I
mons before the first of January next, after are entirely composed of extracts from rare
iitte—- a
his
tonu
1ft some obstinate and complicated cases of the opinion, and so are all who know her re eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, Fe
that time they will positively be left with an and powerful plants, the virtue of which, chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver markable case, thart she owes her life to the male Complaints of every kind, especially ob
boasletf of crin
though
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S
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alone
;
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Attorney for collection.
Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy,
nence!’ tnong I
and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine ny consumptive people in the United States, who structions, relaxations, &c.
MARY WALKER, Administratrix.
The thousands who use and recommend f
gest ami loude
chemists,
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igno
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medicine,
measures
ought
and
other
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of
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standing,
it
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be
Kennebunk, Nov. 5, 1838.
rant pretenders to medical science ; and were found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the speedily to be adopted to have it more generally these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra
uncivil fi'i^host,
’
ordinary and beneficial effects. They in fact
never before administered in so happily effi Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
known.
chaps itsime to
Carriage Manufactory
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all
cacious a combination.
A number of persons in this neighborhood, 1 assist nature, to do all she can in the curing
iheinse >.1 es.
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than understand, are taking it for other, serious com of every form and symptom ofthe one only
feel
seeing ».nd
t
the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a plaints with very great benefit.
disease,
to
which
the
human
frame
is
sub|
coals of the stomach and bowels, the various certain remedy for the rushing of blood to the
The,
jailors
ject,
namely
—
impurity
of
the
blood,
or
in
;
1 think of going to the South with my family,
impurities and crudities constantly settling head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c.
shame «of
n
my
around them ; and to remove the hardened —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, sometime this fall, and in case I do, I will pro other words, an impure state of the fluids.
The n «t nigl
faeces which collect in the convolutions of the palsy, &c., should never be without the Life claim the virtues of the Sanative in that quar These Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all
Dick I ¡id neri
small intestines. Other medicines only par Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will ter ; for though some of the physicians here are she can do for the purification ofthe human
actively opposed to it, I do sincerely believe it body ; yet there are numerous persons whose j
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected save life. They equalize the circulation of the saved my wife from an opening grave.
a whaii ■. It
cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so
masses behind, as to produce habitual cos blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore
beneat» i it.——r
If you think this letter will serve the public much debilitated, that all that can reasonably
tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden perspiration, and throw oft'every impurity by the good you are at liberty to publish it.
was leilining o
be
expected
is
temporary
relief,
nevertheless
pores
of
the
skin.
diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This
Respectfully, &c.
ing noi,[ling ol
some
who
have
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using
the
Pills
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken fact is well known to all regular anatomists,
D. F. SHERWOOD.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
awful !^>ice ag
under the most trying circumstanced of bodi
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta who examine the human bowels after death,
, Testimony No. 2.
“ Stam| from
ly affliction, when almost every other reme
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested
and hence the prejudice of these well inform
[From the Brunswick Advertiser.]
dy had been altogether unavailing, have been
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly ed men against the quack medicines of the to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities
ward Iike an
“ One person in our village, who was consid
restored to health and happiness by their
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it age. The second effect of the VEGETA to operate two or three times on the bowels in
slant i r more
ered by his physician to be in a Consumption,
the
course
of
the
next
day.
Also,
take
a
table

up in good order for the above named busi BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys
has taken the Sanative and is now well.
A- use.
mind tlIfcall ot
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG and the bladder, and by this means, the liver spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each notber person, subject to epilectic fits, has been
meal.
For
(hose
of
a
delicate
or
enfeebled
con

was s; ?n—nc
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
GONS, of any style, built to order and war and the lungs, the healthful action of which
GREATLY
BENEFITTED
by
a
short
COUTSe
of
this
stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
Tenf. nights
ranted.
—also—
Medicine.
There
can
be
no
question
but
this
entirely depends upon the regularity of the
In Kennebunk-port, by S. 11. Gould ;
(J'T’For lurther particulars of the above Medicine has performed wonderful cures in a
the sa;iiie one
Chaise Repairing & Painting, urinary organs. The blood which takes its medicine
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a host of cases, and that it is worthy of general at
air, making <
done at short notice and on the most reasona red color from the agency of the liver and
copy of which accompanies the medicine. tention.”
—Sub Agent, Seleuciis Adams;
a bulljl had
ble terms.
—also—
the lungs before it passes into the heart, be
Lyman, William Huntress;
Testimony No. 3.
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to ing thus purified by them, and nourished by A copy can also be obtained on application
last llie crew
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly food coming from a clean stomach, courses at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk,' A certificate from three members ofthe Medical
ol ; and the
where
they
are
for
sale.
Sanford,
Eliot
Tibbets
;
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be freely through the veins, renews every part
Profession, in Germany, in Europe.
withcliit sayir
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor,
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
purchased in this State. Various kinds of of the system, and triumphantly mounts the
W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
wonk have I
LUMBER taken in part payment.
banner of health in the blooming cheek.
August, 1838.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
We the undersigned, practitioners of medi
rest o |my lifi
March 28, 1838.
The following are among the distressing vari
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
cine in Germany, are well aware, that by our
But t ike we
ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
Sheriff’s Sale.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
course we may forfeit the friendship of some of
TAILORING«
ocear I and
Life Pills are well known to be infallible : —
AKEN on execution, and will be sold at the faculty, but not of its benevolent members,
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
No o ® put (
New Establishment.
public vendue, at the store of Caleb S. who are uninfluenced by selfish motives.
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, J«hn H.
first
and
second
stomachs,
and
creating
a
flow
of
Anto ■io, the
Emery,
in
Sanford,
on
Saturday
the
29th
day
Though
we
shall
refrain
from
an
expression
of
AMUEL P. CUMMINGS, would respect
Spear ;
fully announce to the public, that he has pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid of December, A. D. 1838, at two of the o’clock our opinion, either of the soundness or unsound
and pfied
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart, in the afternoon, all the right in equity, which ness of Dr. Goelicke’s new doctrine, we are
taken the shop over Scamman & Cole’s store,
man ;
How ijrer, wl
Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache, Jeremiah Emery of Acton, esquire, has to re happy to say that we deem his Sanative too val
on Pepperell square, Saco, where be intends Restlessness, Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and
York, Alexander Dennett;
he re iised Io
uable
not
to
be
generally
known
;
for
what
our
deem the following described realestate, un
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
carrying on tfie
Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
prete ®e
a of il
eyes behold and our ears hear, we must believe.
TAILORING BUSINESS,
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence der the incumbrance of mortgages to John
We hereby state, that when Dr. Louis Offen
a
duty ìhich
i
in all its branches. He has secured the servi of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole Gowen and others, to wit: the farm, wood Goelicke first came before the German public, as
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
last,' F
i Cap
ces of an experienced cutter—(Mr. James L. length of the intestines with a solvent process, land, &c. where he the said Emery now lives, the pretended discoverer of anew doctrine and
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
a rot iid
M doze
Ross,)—and by strict attention to his business and without violence : all violent purges leave the in Acton, with the buildings on the same, al a new medicine, we held him in the highest con
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
so,
all
his
other
timber
land
and
saw-mills,
bowels
costive
within
two
days.
Diarrhoea
and
he hopes to merit and receive the patronage of
tempt, believing him and openly pronouncing P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
shou ,1Iconse
the public. All garments made in this shop Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by situated in Shapleigh and Newfield. A more him to be a base impostor and the prince of
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., W
unwHfdme <
will be warranted to fit, and give general satis which these complaints are occasioned, and by particular description may be had by reference quacks. But on hearing so much said about the J. Goss ;
born n patien
promoting
the
abricative
secretion of the mucus to his conveyances on record on the York Sanative, against it and for it, we were induced
faction ; and all work entrusted to his care
Cornish, John McLellan ;
“Ir |y as
membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the County Records.
from
motives
of
curiosity
merely
to
make
trial
will be executed with neatness and punctual
Limington, James McArthur;
blood to a regular circulation, through the process
give :|e over
of its reputed virtues upon a number of our most
WM. EMERY, Jr. D. Sheriff.
Waterborough, James Leavett.
ityof perspiration in some cases, and the thorough
hopeless patients ; and we deem it our bounden
T lat nigh
Quarterly fashions from New-York, and solution of all intestinal obstructions in others. * Nov. 12, 1838.
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincom
duty (even at the expense of our self-interest)
deck Few
the other principal cities will be regularly re The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu
publicly to acknowledge its mighty efficacy in Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr.
DISSOLUTION.
ceived. Persons wishing for business in his matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in
tion id
i alai
curing not only consumption, but other fearful S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
HE copartnership heretofore existing maladies which we have heretofore believed in
half that time, by removing local inflammation
line are respectfully invited to call.
on tl II rack.
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
from the muscles and ligaments of the joints.
under the firm of Bryant & Warren, curable. Our contempt for the discoverer of this Only authorized travelling Agent for the
ed, ‘ |Stand
Saco, Oct. 6, 1838.
Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen
is this day by mutual consent dissolved.
medicine was at once swallowed up in our utter
State of Main«.
<c fet go
ing the kidne; s and bladder ; they operate most
(jC/=3All persons having unsettled accounts astonishment of these unexpected results ; and as
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
NOTICE.
This i was ar
delightfully on these important organs, and hence with said firm are requested to call and settle an amend for our abuse of him, we do frankly
AMUEL MENDUM would inform the have ever been found a certain remedy for the immediately.
confess to the world that we believe him a phi
-an1 such
gentlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity, worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, by dislodg
lanthropist who does honor to the profession,
fien 1ij answ
WM. M. BRYANT,
that he has removed to the room over Mr. ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
and
to
our
country
which
gave
him
birth.
HE subscriber having contracted with
ALEXANDER WARREN.
and dhe bas
The recent adoption of this med icine into most
Phineas Stevens’ Shop, where he carries on ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and
the town of Kennebunk, to support
cam ij a sud
N. B.
All persons having claims for of our European Hospitals is a sufficient guaran
the Tailoring Business in a neat and fash consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
mas i and !
ionable manner, and hopes, by obtaining the lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds bounty on corn or wheat, are again requested ty that it performs all it promises. It needed not
will occasion, which if not removed becomes
its gives notice, that he has made suitable pW‘
to tl I spotlatest fashions and a strict attention to busi hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases, to present the same to the Treasurer, as he our testimony, for wherever it is used, it is its
vision for them, anâ hereby forbids all Per'
ness, to give satisfaction to those who may Scurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the will leave town in a few days, and may not own best witness.
gan t corp
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupeti
Herman Etmuller, M. D.
return for some months.
patronise him.
perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the
thro fn fron
of said town on his account or on account of
Walter Van Gault, M. D.
W.
M.
BRYANT.
blood, and all the humors ; Scorbutic Eruptions
Wanted,
ed r I it he
Adolphus Werner, M.D.
the town, as he will pay no bill fortheif
Kennebunk,
Nov.
24,
1838.
and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect
A first rate Journeyman.
Germany, December 10, 1836.
support.
ALEX.
G.
FURNALD.
bow hi
upon the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid
Kennebunk, Oct. 6, 1838.
a warren
(^OLIVER BOURN Agent for Ken
in a i hour’:
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
state of which occasions all Eruptive complaints,!
ILL continue the business at the store nebunk and Kennebunk-port.
Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com
V e all st
lately occupied by Bryant & Warren,
Almanacs for 1SSO.
plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short
The above medicine is for sale by most of the
fear 'll whis
CHEESE.
and
having
just
received
a
new
supply,
now
Post Masters in America,
OBERT B. THOMAS’ Fanner’s Alma time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum, 1
don with i
UBS. i,ri,ne Gosbeli
for sale a good assortment of
1
nac. Calculated for the State of Maine. Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the offers
CHEESE, just received
tha the ter
FOR
SAKE,
American Almanac ; People’s ; Comic and Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In »rugs & ilSedicaiics, Paints,
from New York, and for sale by
fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by
us, id hidt
LARGE
second
hand
six
plate
Stove
and
Crockett’s Almanacs ;
Oil, & Dye-Stuffs.
WILLIAM LORD &Co.
two, even in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
of u "allem p
Funnel, at a low price, by
For sale at the lowest prices, singly or in edy for this most distressing and obstinate malady,
—ALSO—
Nov.
17,
1838.
WILLIAMJLQRD & Co.
'vas if no Qi
quantities, by
D. REMICH.
the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
A good assortment of Groceries, among
Kennebunk, Nov. 10, 1838.
Kennebunk, Oct. 24, 18,38.
ged I Adas
emphatic recommendation. It is well known to which are Teas, Coffee, Sugar, Chocolate,
Eeather Preservative.
hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these Chocolate Shells, Flour, English and Ameri
and itnrnov
invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this
BATTING,
ATRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESERV
vesdl. T1
can Mustard, Olive Oil in flasks, Box and Cask
PAPER.
complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and
ATIVE,—for Chaise tops, harness#
LBS., of superior quality, for
CASES Letter and Writing Paper— that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed Raisins, Citron, Ginger, Spices Pepper, Salboots and shoes,—for sale by the ’dozen ”»!
sale by
different qualities—just received and for within the whole compass ofthe Materia Medica. aeratus, Table Salt, Honey, Nuts and Confec
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
single cannister, by
“bv
D. REMICH.
He however, at length, tried the medicine which tionary, Cigars, Tobacco, &c.
D, REMICH.
Nov. 16, 1838.
Kennebunk, Nov. 23, 1838.
he now offers to the public, and he was cured in
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1838.
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